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Examples of space-times (M, g) are given which have the
following properties: (i) (M, g) is geodesically complete; (ii)
(M, g) contains a null hypersurface H where curvature invari-
ants diverge; (iii) all points of H have the destructive effects
of strong curvature singularities; (iv) the metric tensor is con-
tinuous and non-degenerate (
p−g 6= 0) at H .
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The existence of a singularity in space-time is charac-
terized by the existence of an incomplete causal curve; no
mention is made of innite density or innite curvature
[1]. However singularities may be classied according to
the behaviour of the curvature along the geodesics which
run into it [2]. A physically important part of this classi-
cation involves the notion of the gravitational strength of
a singularity. Roughly speaking, a singularity is termed
gravitationally strong (or simply strong) if it destroys by
crushing (or stretching) any object which falls into it; it
is termed weak if no such destruction occurs. The math-
ematical characterization of this runs as follows [3].
Consider a causal geodesic γ : [t0; 0) ! M in a space-
time (M; g) which approaches a singularity as t ! 0−.
For any t1 2 [t0; 0), let Jt1(t) be the set of Jacobi elds
orthogonal to and along γ (at parameter value t) which
vanish at t = t1. Then the exterior product of any three
(for time-like geodesics) or two (for null geodesics) inde-
pendent Jacobi elds forms a volume element V (t) along
γ. The geodesic is said to terminate in a strong (weak)
singularity if kV (t)k is zero or innite (non-zero and -
nite) in the limit t ! 0−; the singularity itself is said
to be strong (weak) if all causal geodesics terminate in
a strong (weak) singularity. (Recently, we have given
a slight modication of this denition which takes ac-
count of the situation where the curvature as measured
by the volume element is well-behaved, but is patholog-
ical along particular directions [4].) In a slight abuse of
the terminology, any point of space-time which has the
same destructive eect on the volume element as a strong
curvature singularity will also be referred to as such, re-
gardless of whether or not a causal geodesic terminates
at the point. Note that the denition above does not rely
on the geodesic being incomplete at parameter value 0.
According to a result of Tipler [3], a geodesic termi-
nates in a weak singularity if t2Rab(x(t))ka(t)kb(t) van-
ishes in the limit t ! 0, where ka is tangent to the
geodesic. Clarke and Krolak [5] give similar results with
the Ricci tensor replaced by the Weyl tensor. Note that
here the Ricci tensor must be viewed as a function of the
parameter t, and not as a function of the space-time co-
ordinates xa. Thus, if the Riemann tensor components,
when twice integrated along the geodesic give nite non-
zero results, the singularity must be weak. It then seems
reasonable to argue that the same result holds if the
Riemann tensor components, twice integrated as func-
tions of the space-time coordinates, yield nite non-zero
results. If this were the case, then one could deduce weak-
ness of the singularity from niteness (or continuity) and
non-degeneracy of the metric. However the degrees of
smoothness of the metric functions and the geodesic it-
self play a vital role, and if this is suciently low, the
reasoning outlined here fails. Our rst aim here is to
demonstrate this by way of an example. That is we pro-
vide examples of space-times which contain null hyper-
surfaces for which (i) curvature invariants diverge, (ii)
the metric is continuous and non-degenerate on the hy-
persurface and (iii) every point on the hypersurface is a
strong curvature singularity. The motivation for this is
that the statement that a non-degenerate continuous sin-
gularity is necessarily weak has been made on occasion
in the literature. This statement has usually been ac-
companied by calculations explicitly demonstrating this
weakness, but this has not always been the case. See our
concluding comments below.
Furthermore, we show that all causal geodesics are well
dened at the hypersurface in question. This leads us to
ask if the hypersurface is indeed singular, i.e. are there
causal geodesics running into the hypersurface which ter-
minate thereat? The answer is no. In fact we show that
the space-time is singularity free in the sense of being
geodesically complete. We discuss the signicance of this
below.
We consider a spherically symmetric space-time so that
the line element may be written using double-null coor-
dinates as
ds2 = −2e−2fdudv + r2(u; v)dΩ2: (1)
This form of the line-element is invariant up to transfor-
mations of the form u ! U(u), v ! V (v). We may use
these to guarantee that u and v increase into the future.
We take
f(u; v) = (u) + u(v); (2)
with  2 C1(R) and  2 C(R)\C1(R−0) with (0) = 0
and such that  is not dierentiable at v = 0; this is
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the null hypersurface H . The radius function r plays
only a minor role in the rst part of this letter; the only
condition we specify is that r(u; 0) 6= 0 except possibly
for a nite number of values of u. This ensures that the




+ 2Ψ2 − R12 ;
where E is the Lema^tre-Misner-Sharp energy, Ψ2 is the
Newman-Penrose Weyl tensor term and R is the Ricci
scalar, we see that the space-time has a scalar curvature
singularity at the null hypersurface v = 0; we have for
(2)
e2ffuv = 0(v) exp(2(u) + 2u(v)): (3)
The subscripts indicated partial derivatives. From (1)
and (2), we see that the metric is continuous and non-
degenerate at the singularity v = 0.
Along radial directions, the gravitational strength of a
non-central singularity is completely determined by the
limiting behaviour of a(t), the norm of the general radial
Jacobi eld (which is determined up to a constant multi-
ple) orthogonal to an arbitrary radial time-like geodesic
(here radial means lying in the 2-space spanned by @u
and @v). We have shown elsewhere that the tangential
Jacobi elds orthogonal to arbitrary radial time-like and
null geodesics have nite and non-zero norm at a non-
central singularity. Note that this also implies that Rud-
nicki’s inextendibility condition [6] cannot be satised.
See [4] for details. This function a(t) obeys the covariant
equation
a¨ + 2e2ffuva = 0; (4)
where the overdot indicates dierentiation along a time-
like geodesic.
We show that it is possible to produce examples of
functions (u) and (v) so that the behaviour of (3) along
an arbitrary radial timelike geodesic which runs into the
singularity v = 0 is such that (4) guarantees a strong
singularity. In fact, since as mentioned above radial null
geodesics terminate in a weak singularity, the singularity
is not strong in the formal sense given above (\all causal
geodesics..."). However we will show that a physically
signicant set of causal geodesics, namely all radial time-
like geodesics, terminate in a strong curvature singularity.
To this end, we look rst of all at the radial timelike
geodesic equations of (1). These are given by
u¨− 2fu _u2 = 0; (5)
v¨ − 2fv _v2 = 0; (6)
with the rst integral
2 _u _v = e2f : (7)
The full system is determined by (5) and (7) and it
suces to consider only these equations. We consider an
arbitrary future-directed radial timelike geodesic, and x
the origin of proper time t along it so that v(0) = 0. Our
rst task is to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of u and
v in the limit t ! 0−. Note that all of the asymptotic
relations below refer to this limit. The key result is that
_u = O(1): (8)
Integrating this equation gives u = u0 +O(t) where u0 is
arbitrary. This is important because it indicates that the
singularity at v = 0 does not drag u to some xed value,
or to innity, in the limit t ! 0−, and hence that the
singularity occurs, at the very least, on an open subset
of v = 0. Note that (8) and (7) then imply
_v = O(1): (9)
We derive (8) by ruling out the alternatives, _u ! 0 as
t ! 0− and _u ! 1 as t ! 0−. In the former case, we
can choose p > 0 such that _u = O(jtjp) but jtj−p−1 _u is
unbounded. Integrating and comparing with (5) leads to
a contradiction. The same argument works in the latter
case with p < 0 provided p > −1. If p  −1, then
u !1 in the limit t ! 0−. We rule out this possibility
by making an appropriate choice of the function (u).
We choose  so that there exists M+ 2 R such that
0(u) < −1 for all u  M+. If u extends to M+ before
time t = 0, then using fu = 0(u)+(v) < 0(u)+1 (see
below), we see from (5) that u¨ < 0 on this portion of the
curve. Combining this with _u > 0, we see that u cannot
diverge to innity in a nite amount of proper time. To
obtain (8) for past-directed geodesics, we require that
there exists M− 2 R such that 0(u) > 1 for all u  M−.
This will guarantee that u does not diverge to negative
innity in nite parameter time.
We note that the standard theorems used to prove the
existence of unique geodesics require a C1− connection,
i.e. the connection components must be locally Lipschitz
functions of the coordinates; cf. p.33 of [1]. These con-
ditions are not satised here, but the problematic terms
(e.g. Γvvv = −2fv) can be avoided as above.
We turn to the central equation, (4). Integrating
(9) and implementing a linear rescaling gives v  t as
t ! 0−. We take v to be the parameter (no longer proper
time) along the geodesic. Using a prime to indicate dif-
ferentiation with respect to v, we can rewrite (4), using
(6), as
(a00 + 2u0(v)a0) _v2 + 2e2f0(v)a = 0: (10)
We now specify (v);




and begin the process of obtaining the asymptotic be-
haviour of a in the limit v ! 0−. We use the standard
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technique of identifying and isolating the leading order
terms, integrating the ensuing simplied equations and
verifying that their solutions give the correct behaviour
for solutions of the original equations. Note that  sat-
ises the global bound j(v)j < 1, which was assumed
above.
First, we note that since _v  1, we can use (10) to
write
a00 + 2u00a0  −2e2f00a;
where the subscript refers to evaluation at the limit point
(u; v) = (u0; 0). Thus we look at the equation
a00 + 2u00a0 + 2e2f00a = 0: (12)
We carry out the following steps to simplify this equation.
We remove the rst order term by dening
b = eu0(v)a  a;
move the singularity out to x = 1 by dening x = −v−1
and remove the resulting rst order term by taking y =


















− 2e2f0 sin x
x4
)
y = 0: (13)
The dominant term here is x−1 sin x; this will determine





y = 0: (14)
We emphasize that once the leading order behaviour
of y in (14) is determined, it is a matter of course to
check that the terms neglected in going from (13) to (14)
and from (10) to (12) yield only lower order corrections.
This is done (in the former case, for example) by writing
y = y0 + , where y0 is the asymptotic solution of (14).
We substitute for the zero order term in (13) using this
form for y and then integrate term by term to verify that
 = o(y0).
The asymptotic solutions of (14) are described by The-
orem 4.13.2 of Eastham [7]. The results are as follows [8].
Case (i). If ju0j >
p
2, let 2γ = (2u20 − 1)1=2. The
linearly independent solutions of (14) have the behaviour
y1(x) = x1=2(cos(γ ln x) + o(1));
y2(x) = x1=2(sin(γ ln x) + o(1)):
Case (ii). If ju0j <
p




Thus for case (i), we have the following asymptotic
behaviour for solutions of (4);
a1(x)  x−1=2 cos(γ ln x);
a2(x)  x−1=2 sin(γ ln x);




and since γ < 1=2, this again leads to a strong curvature
singularity. Thus the space-time with line element given
by (1) with (2) and (11) has a strong curvature singular-
ity on the null hypersurface v = 0, whereat the metric is
continuous and non-degenerate.
The asymptotic solution obtained above for the radial
time-like geodesics running into the singularity suggests
that v = 0 might not be a singular hypersurface; these
geodesics do not end their histories there. If this is the
case for all causal geodesics intersecting v = 0, then only
singularities elsewhere can prevent the space-time from
being singularity-free. We now show that with an ap-
propriate choice of the other metric function r(u; v), the
space-time can be made singularity-free (in the sense of
being geodesically complete) while retaining the crushing
null hypersurface v = 0.
The key restriction is imposed to guarantee that there
are no singularities at r = 0. This is done in a rather
articial way by taking r(u; v) = r0, a positive constant.
Other less restrictive choices may yield the same results,
but this simple choice is sucient for our present purpose.
The full set of geodesic equations then becomes
−2e−2f _u _v + l2r−20 = ; (15a)
u¨− 2fu _u2 = 0; (15b)
v¨ − 2fv _v2 = 0; (15c)
_ = lr−20 ; (15d)
where we have included the fact that geodesic motion
in spherical symmetry projects onto a great circle of the
unit sphere which we take to be  = =2. l is the con-
served angular momentum, ;  are the usual angular co-
ordinates and  = 0;−1 for null and time-like geodesics
respectively.
We show that for any solution of (15), the range of the
parameter t extends to all values of R.
We note rst that this is trivial for (15d). As usual,
we identify  + 2 = . Completeness for u(t) in
this general case follows from the considerations above.
The condition fu < 0 for u  M+ prevents future di-
rected curves from diverging to innity in nite time,
and fu > 0 for u  M− achieves similar for past di-
rected curves. It then follows from (15a) that _v is nite
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for nite values of t, and so the curves v(t) are also com-
plete. This holds provided we do not encounter a point
whereat _u(t0) = 0. But then by (15b), u¨(t0) = 0, and
so u(t) = u(t0) =constant. This implies that the cruve
is a radial null geodesic. We can then integrate (15c)
to obtain _v = _v0 expf2(0 + u0(v))g, which has com-
plete solutions by boundedness of (v). (We have written
u0 = u(t0) and 0 = (u0).)
This proves completeness for all causal geodesics in the
space-time.
Can one deduce the gravitational strength of a sin-
gularity simply by looking at the metric? The answer
is of course yes - in some circumstances. The question
then becomes: what are those circumstances? i.e. what
dierentiability properties of the metric are sucient to
imply a weak singularity? We have shown here that con-
tinuity (nite metric components) and non-degeneracy
are not sucient. Weak singularities have come to play
an important role in general relativity in recent years,
as it has been shown that the null Cauchy horizon sin-
gularity which forms in realistic gravitational collapse is
gravitationally weak [9,10]. The weakness of the singu-
larity was demonstrated clearly by analyzing the geodesic
deviation along timelike geodesics running into the sin-
gularity. However these calculations sit side by side with
a statement very similar to the one refuted here, that
weakness may be deduced from a non-degenerate con-
tinuous metric (we emphasize that this was not actu-
ally used to infer weakness of the singularity in ques-
tion). But see also [11{14], where the inference is made.
The question addressed here is also mentioned in [15],
where the existence of a generic null weak singularity is
proven. The authors note that \in typical situations,
if the spacetime can be extended through the singular
hypersurface so that the metric tensor is C0 and non-
degenerate, then the singularity is weak" [15], p.1754.
This statement may be supported as follows. In [4], we
showed that a non-central singularity will be strong if
0 < limt!0− jt2e2ffuv(t)j  1 where the limit is taken
along the geodesic running into the singularity. As above,
we would expect geodesics which run into the singular-
ity to yield _u; _v = O(1). Integrating the condition above
cannot then yield a nite metric (nite f). Thus the
only way a strong singularity can arise in this context is
if the limit above is innitely oscillatory (as in the ex-
ample studied here in detail); this cannot occur if the
metric function f is any combination of power, exponen-
tial and logarithmic functions. The singularities studied
in [11{14] almost certainly fall into this class, the rel-
evant metric functions being non-oscillatory and some-
what smoother than just continuous at the singularity,
while the one studied here does not. Our question now
becomes: can one describe exactly what these typical
situations are?
We have taken advantage of the fact that the def-
inition of a strong curvature singularity may be ap-
plied to any space-time point to show that, contrary to
one’s intuition, space-time may extend through a strong
‘singularity’. One would like to tie extendibility crite-
ria to singularity strengths; this example suggests lim-
itations to that procedure. We have shown that this
space-time is geodesically complete. However it may not
be singularity-free; there may exist time-like curves of
bounded acceleration which have nite generalized ane
parameter length. Nonetheless, this provides an example
of a space-time with unbounded curvature of the worst
sort (i.e. physically destructive) for which the classic sin-
gularity theorems would not predict any pathology. This
is not in itself a serious problem, but it does beg the ques-
tion: can one give conditions similar to the hypotheses of
the singularity theorems which lead to the development
of strong curvature singularities?
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